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recommended to avoid CORS for Ajax POST
requests in the Edge CORS policy? Cors policy
provides one of the three rules for requesting

an origin. Here I'm wondering why it
recommends to avoid it for POST requests. If

you look at the policy docs, you can see in the
section using the CORS policy (last paragraph)
the following: These rules provide guidance for

dealing with cross-origin requests. A cross-
origin request is any request made to a

different origin from the origin of the
requesting script. Cross-origin requests are

limited by default for security reasons. Note:
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Sending data in response to a request without a
secure connection ( is not considered a cross-
origin request; this will not be allowed via the

CORS policy. but in the following section: If
your application only wants to accept cross-
origin requests coming from a narrow set of
origins, you can use the same-origin policy.
Why does it recommend to avoid CORS for
POST requests when you could also use the

same-origin policy for the same requests? Isn't
it the same policy? A: Why does it recommend

to avoid CORS for POST requests when you
could also use the same-origin policy for the

same requests? Isn't it the same policy?
Because when CORS is supported a simple

preflight request is used to test whether the
request is allowed in the context of a given

origin, and if it's not, it's the same origin policy
that kicks in to check if the cross origin request
can be performed. So if you want c6a93da74d
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